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The work of Lucia Oliva, eclectic contemporary artist, communicates through an intuitive and
universal language, rich in astonishing scenic effects, meant to have both an emotional and a
conceptual impact on the observer.
She is a self-taught artist, who grew up loving music, dance, sculpting, painting, literature and
drama. Though an early award-winner of an important contest for acclaimed painters, she graduated
in law and taught at Genoa University for a few years before deciding to focus herself on art in the
world of theatre and events. Then, in the last decade she also went back to figurative arts, as a
development of a long international career as choreographer, dancer and event organizer.
Her eco-sustainable life-style and philosophy is also deeply rooted in her art and she uses to say:
"where the normal life of an object gets to an end... there its artistic life begins".
"Sculpting with colour" on stone, metal, wood, canvas and other materials, Oliva creates subjects
embodied in artworks rich in harmony and movement that highlight an idea of pure lightness.
Playing with mirrors and other accessories she invented her unique concept, which creates a sort of
contemporary “trompe l'oeil” effect, with original scenic set-ups that are a combination of sculpture,
painting, installation and theatre: her peculiar interpretation of the anamorphosis phenomenon gives
life to artworks that consist in a tangible side and an ethereal one, body and soul of the same entity.
Oliva's unique art has been granted an ever growing success in many solo, group exhibitions and art
symposiums all around the world. Her works are owned by prestigious VIP collectors in Europe as
well as in the UAE, Oman, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, India, Egypt, the Philippines and other
countries.
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I have always desired to maintain the soul of a child, who looks at life with enthusiasm and curiosity, in
an endless search for the essence of beauty: I feel the artist has the mission to build a bridge between
this childlike attitude and the world, all the while donating everyone joy.
This is the miracle of art that I have experienced in different fields: from choreography and dancing to
visual arts.

As it happens in ballet and drama, in creating art too new subjects and scenes keep arising in my
mind. I chose to give them a 3D life, "sculpting with colour" on various materials. Natural rocks or
marbles, scarred by time and accidents full of grooves or rifts, fire my inspiration up to highlight the
“lightness" of stone. But also metal, wood, fabrics, paper and even raw unframed canvases: my deep
goal is an endless challenge in giving life to new 3D subjects... able to talk to the audience.

Playing with mirrors and other objects I have recently invented a unique concept that results in a sort
of contemporary “trompe l'oeil” effect, with original scenic set ups that combine sculpture, painting,
installation and drama: my personal interpretation of the anamorphosis phenomenon gives life to
artworks that consist of a tangible side on stone and a reflected ethereal one: body and soul of the
same entity.

Thus, mine is an ongoing experiment with different shapes, visual perspectives, reflections and
colours, so that the communicative impact can let the enchantment of art have birth: the work is
ideally completed with the contribution of the observer's memories, emotions and feelings.
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THE TREE OF LIFE
Sculpture – painting - mosaic
(acrylic, 24k gold, silver and oxidised
brass leaf), on concrete and marble
Cm 420 x 450 x 90
2018
Muscat (Oman)





INTO THE LIGHT
Cabinet. Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, stucco, wall paper, 24k gold and
oxidised brass leaf) on wood
2020





ARTWORKS

- OPTICAL EFFECTS -

ARTWORKS

- OPTICAL EFFECTS -



OMAN
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, 24k gold, silver and
oxidised brass leaf) on marble
Installation with mirror
Cm. 95 x 60 x 89
2016



DOOR  TO  EDEN
Sculpture-painting (acrylic, 24k gold,

silver and oxidised brass leaf)
on wood and marble

Installation with mirror
Cm. 117 x 120 x 100

2018



FACE POWDER
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, 24 k gold, silver and brass leaf) on marble
Installation with mirror
Cm. 60 x 43 x 60
2017

FACE POWDER
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, 24 k gold, silver and brass leaf) on marble
Installation with mirror
Cm. 60 x 43 x 60
2017



PRIMA DELLA PRIMA
Sculpture – painting

(acrylic and silver leaf)
on marble

Installation with mirror
Cm. 95 x 55 x 80

2017



INTO THE BLUE
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24k gold, silver and
oxidised brass leaf) on marble. Installation with mirror
Cm 122 x 35 x 30
2016

INTO THE BLUE
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24k gold, silver and
oxidised brass leaf) on marble. Installation with mirror
Cm 122 x 35 x 30
2016



THE LIGHT OF PRAYER
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, silver,  24k gold and brass leaf) on marble

Installation with mirror
Cm. 80 x 43 x 70

2017

THE LIGHT OF PRAYER
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, silver,  24k gold and brass leaf) on marble

Installation with mirror
Cm. 80 x 43 x 70

2017



THE GIFT
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, tempera and copper
leaf)
on marble. Installation with
mirror
Cm. 85 x 55 x 90
2016



MIRROR OF THE SOUL
Sculpture – painting

(acrylic, tempera, 24k gold,
silver and oxidised brass leaf)

on silica stone
Installation with mirror

Cm.80 x 60X 50
2016



THE HOLY MOMENT
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold, oxidised brass and silver leaf)
on marble layer.  Installation with mirror
Cm. 51 x 74 x 70
2017

THE HOLY MOMENT
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold, oxidised brass and silver leaf)
on marble layer.  Installation with mirror
Cm. 51 x 74 x 70
2017



THE MIRAGE
Sculpture – painting  (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold,  silver, brass and copper leaf), on travertino

Installation with mirror. Cm 88 x 80 x 70
2015

THE MIRAGE
Sculpture – painting  (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold,  silver, brass and copper leaf), on travertino

Installation with mirror. Cm 88 x 80 x 70
2015



THE SCENT
Sculpture - painting
(acrylic, tempera, 24k gold,
brass and copper leaf)
on marble
With mirror
Cm. 32 x 24 x 86
2016



THE KISS
Sculpture – painting

(acrylic, tempera, gold 24k,
silver and brass leaf), on marble

Installation with mirror
Cm 60 x 60 x 35

2015



HANDS IN HANDS (THE KISS)
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, tempera,
24k gold, silver and oxidised brass leaf)
on marble layer. Installation with mirror
Cm. 65 x 72 x 70
2016



THE TURNING OF FORTUNE
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, tempera, 24k gold and
brass leaf), on volcanic stone.
Installation with mirror
Cm 60 x 60 x 36
2015



FROM PAIN TO LIFE
Sculpture - painting
(acrylic, 24k gold, silver
and brass leaf),
on marble
Installation with mirror.
Cm 60 X 60 X 14
2019



THEY MET AT THE FOUNTAIN
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold, silver

and oxidised brass leaf) on marble layer. Installation
with mirror

Cm. 65 x 72 x 70
2016

THEY MET AT THE FOUNTAIN
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold, silver

and oxidised brass leaf) on marble layer. Installation
with mirror

Cm. 65 x 72 x 70
2016



THE HIDDEN TREASURE
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, 24K gold, silver
and brass leaf)
on volcanic stone
Installation with mirrors
Cm.55 x 55 X 50
2016



THE ORIGINAL SIN
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, 24 k gold, silver

and oxidised brass leaf) on marble
Installation with mirror

Cm. 60 x 60 x 85
2016



SERENADE TO MUSCAT
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24k gold and brass leaf) on granite. Installation with
mirror
Cm. 66 x 36 x 55
2017

SERENADE TO MUSCAT
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24k gold and brass leaf) on granite. Installation with
mirror
Cm. 66 x 36 x 55
2017



THE PRESTIGE
Sculpture - painting

(acrylic, 24 k gold, silver and oxidised brass
leaf) on marble. Installation with mirrors

Cm. 65 x 57 x 85
2017



GIFT FROM JABAL AKDAR - NO WORDS
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24k gold, silver and brass leaf) on marble layer
Installation with mirror
Cm. 65 x 72 x 70
2017

GIFT FROM JABAL AKDAR - NO WORDS
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24k gold, silver and brass leaf) on marble layer
Installation with mirror
Cm. 65 x 72 x 70
2017



THE VEILED GLANCE
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold, silver and oxidised brass leaf),
on silica stone. Installation wiht mirror
Cm.80 x 60X 50
2016

THE VEILED GLANCE
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, tempera, 24k gold, silver and oxidised brass leaf),
on silica stone. Installation wiht mirror
Cm.80 x 60X 50
2016



WELCOME
Sculpture-painting
(acrylic and silver
leaf) on marble
With mirrors
Cm. 110 x 110
2019



AHLAN
WASAHLAN

Sculpture-painting
(acrylic, silver, 24k
gold and oxidised
brass leaf) on raw

wood layers
With mirrors

Cm. 125 x 120
2019



BACK TO THE SHORE
Sculpture-painting
(acrylic, silver, 24k gold
and brass leaf)
on marble.
Installation with mirror
Cm. 130 x 80 x 110
2017



FLYING HIGH
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)

on marble. Installation with mirror.
Cm. 70 x 35 x 9

2019

FLYING HIGH
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)

on marble. Installation with mirror.
Cm. 70 x 35 x 9

2019



HISTORY IN THE ROCK
Sculpture - painting (acrylic and copper leaf), on travertino. Installation with mirror
Cm. 75 x 75 x 85
2016

HISTORY IN THE ROCK
Sculpture - painting (acrylic and copper leaf), on travertino. Installation with mirror
Cm. 75 x 75 x 85
2016



PAINTINGS - SCULPTURESPAINTINGS - SCULPTURESPAINTINGS - SCULPTURESPAINTINGS - SCULPTURES



HOPE
Sculptural canvas
high-relief – painting.
Mixed media on canvas
and marble.
Cms. 210 x 200
2020



FRIENDS TO ALL ENEMIES TO NONE
Sculptural painting, bas-relief  (acrylic, stucco, fabrics,

paper, 24k gold, brass and silver leaf)  on canvas
Cm. 170 X 80 X  22

2020

FRIENDS TO ALL ENEMIES TO NONE
Sculptural painting, bas-relief  (acrylic, stucco, fabrics,

paper, 24k gold, brass and silver leaf)  on canvas
Cm. 170 X 80 X  22

2020



NOBLESSE
Sculpture – painting.
Mixed media (acrylic, 24 k gold
and brass leaf) on treated aluminium
Cm. 105 x 90 x 30
2019



TOGETHER
Sculpture – painting.

Mixed media
(acrylic, 24 k gold, brass and

oxidized brass leaf)
on treated aluminium.
Installation with mirror

Cm. 105 x 50 x 30
2019

TOGETHER
Sculpture – painting.

Mixed media
(acrylic, 24 k gold, brass and

oxidized brass leaf)
on treated aluminium.
Installation with mirror

Cm. 105 x 50 x 30
2019



CHASING VICTORY
Sculpture – painting.
Mixed media  (acrylic, 24 k gold, brass and
oxidized brass leaf) on treated aluminium.
Cm. 110 x 110x 25
2020



ELEGANCE
Sculptural painting, bas-relief (acrylic, copper, brass,

oxidized brass leaf, 24k gold powder, wallpaper, fabrics)
on wood

Cms. 222 x 120
2021

ELEGANCE
Sculptural painting, bas-relief (acrylic, copper, brass,

oxidized brass leaf, 24k gold powder, wallpaper, fabrics)
on wood

Cms. 222 x 120
2021



INTO THE LIGHT
Sculptural painting - bas-relief (acrylic, stucco, wallpaper, 24k gold,

copper and brass leaf) on canvas and metal
Cms. 170 X 93 - 2020

INTO THE LIGHT
Sculptural painting - bas-relief (acrylic, stucco, wallpaper, 24k gold,

copper and brass leaf) on canvas and metal
Cms. 170 X 93 - 2020



THE HUNTER
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24 k gold, silver, copper

and oxidised brass leaf) on marble
Cm. 33 x 40 x 79

2017

THE HUNTER
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, 24 k gold, silver, copper

and oxidised brass leaf) on marble
Cm. 33 x 40 x 79

2017



LIGHTS AND FLAVOURS OF A
SOUK
Sculpture – painting (fabric,
acrylic, copper, 24k gold and
oxidised brass leaf) on marble.
Polyptych, installation
Cm. 90 x 90 x 36
2019



THE ANNIVERSARY
Sculpture – painting (acrylic,
tempera, 24k gold, silver and
brass leaf), on marble. On mirror
Crystal glasses and gold leaf
Cm. 66 X 70 x 90
2015



IN FRONT OF THE OPEN WINDOW
Sculptural painting, bas-relief (acrylic, brushes, brass , silver and gold leaf) on fabrics.
Cms. 80 X 90
2020

IN FRONT OF THE OPEN WINDOW
Sculptural painting, bas-relief (acrylic, brushes, brass , silver and gold leaf) on fabrics.
Cms. 80 X 90
2020



LIKE THE WIND
Sculpture – painting

(acrylic, 24k gold, silver and brass leaf)
on silica stone

Cm. 82 x 53 x 35
2015



BLUE THOUGHTS
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, 24 k gold and brass leaf)
on wood and marble
Cm.  33 x 52 x 5
2018



LYONS
N.1

Mixed-media
(acrylic, 24 k gold and

brass leaf)
on paper-maché

Cm. 37 x 28 x 28
(1 of 11)

2018



PIANO SOLO CONCERT
Sculpture – painting(acrylic, gold, silver
and copper leaf)on marble
Cm 101 x 15 x 17
2014

PIANO SOLO CONCERT
Sculpture – painting(acrylic, gold, silver
and copper leaf)on marble
Cm 101 x 15 x 17
2014



THE MAJILIS
Sculpture-painting

(acrylic, silver, 24k gold and brass leaf)
on marble

Mosaic. Installation
Glasses with copper leaf

Cm. 95 x 95 x 85
2019



BRAVO!
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and
oxidized bronze leaf) on volcanic stone
With mirror
Cm 75 x 25 x 28
2014

BRAVO!
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and
oxidized bronze leaf) on volcanic stone
With mirror
Cm 75 x 25 x 28
2014



MAGAN
Sculpture - painting
(acrylic, 24k gold,
oxidised brass and copper
leaf) on marble
Triptich, installation
Cm. 85 x 85 x 68
2018



THE MOTHER
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold and brass leaf) on volcanic stone. Cm 98 x 25 x 29
2014

THE MOTHER
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold and brass leaf) on volcanic stone. Cm 98 x 25 x 29
2014



U.A.E.  ATMOSPHERES
Sculpture - painting

(acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)
on marble

Cm. 70 x 35 x 9
2014



NUMBER ONE
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, gold and bronze leaf) on marble. Cm 119 x 46 x 18
2014

NUMBER ONE
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, gold and bronze leaf) on marble. Cm 119 x 46 x 18
2014



OCEAN
Sculpture-painting
(acrylic, 24k gold, silver, copper
and brass leaf) on volcanic stone
Installation with mirror, glass and wood
Cm 120 x 85 x 50
2018



SNORKELING
Mixed media

(acrylic, 24K gold,
silver, brass leaf)

on marble +
stainless steel and glass

Cm 82 X 65 x 75
2014



DREAMING OF
FLYING CARPETS

Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, gold silver and
copper leaf) on marble

Cm 100 x 16 x 25
2014



LIGHT
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, silver, gold and brass leaf)
on marble. Diptych
1) Cm 25 x 10 x 10-
2) Cm. 14 x 10 x 10
2019

LIGHT
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, silver, gold and brass leaf)
on marble. Diptych
1) Cm 25 x 10 x 10-
2) Cm. 14 x 10 x 10
2019



THE CURIOUS
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, gold and brass leaf)
on volcanic stone
Cm 44 x 25 x 10
2015



THE HUNTER IN LOVE
Sculpture - painting

(acrylic, 24k gold and brass leaf)
on marble

Cm. 33 x 22 x 8
2017



THE HOUSE OF BUTTERFLIES
Mixed media
(acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)
on volcanic stone
Cm. 35 x 30 x 42
2014



MEDITERRANEO
Sculpture – painting

(acrylic, 24k gold, silver
and brass leaf),

on volcanic stone
Cm. 60 x 60 X 35

2017



WATER SOURCE OF LIFE
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf) on marble
Cm. 102 x 14 x 17
2014

WATER SOURCE OF LIFE
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf) on marble
Cm. 102 x 14 x 17
2014



THE DANCE OF THE SEA
Mixed media

(acrylic, gold and
bronze leaf)

on marble
Cm 119 x 46 x 18

2015



FIRE
(acrylic, gold and brass leaf) on marble
Cm. 29 x 27 x 8
2014

FIRE
(acrylic, gold and brass leaf) on marble
Cm. 29 x 27 x 8
2014



IN THE DESERT AT SUNSET- AL MAGHRIB
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf) on marble

Cm 90 x14 x 15
2014

IN THE DESERT AT SUNSET- AL MAGHRIB
Sculpture - painting (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf) on marble

Cm 90 x14 x 15
2014



ONCE UPON A TIME
Sculpture - painting
(acrylic, tempera, 24K gold and silver leaf)
on volcanic stone
On mirror
Cm. 85 x 60 x 60
2015



VIOLATED NATURE
THE CAGED SEA

Sculpture – painting
Acrylic on marble
Cm 35 x 26 x 26

2014



DREAMING OF FLYING CARPETS
Sculpture-painting (acrylic, brass, 24k gold and silver leaf) on
marble and wood Mosaic, installation
Cm. 240 x 120
2019

DREAMING OF FLYING CARPETS
Sculpture-painting (acrylic, brass, 24k gold and silver leaf) on
marble and wood Mosaic, installation
Cm. 240 x 120
2019



Outdoor ArtworksOutdoor ArtworksOutdoor ArtworksOutdoor Artworks



FOUNTAIN IN THE ROSE GARDEN
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, gold, silver and oxidised brass leaf)

on sand stone. Dyptic
Part 1 - Cm 105 x 48 x 32
Part 2 - Cm 21 x 85 x 54

Baroda – India - 2015

FOUNTAIN IN THE ROSE GARDEN
Sculpture – painting (acrylic, gold, silver and oxidised brass leaf)

on sand stone. Dyptic
Part 1 - Cm 105 x 48 x 32
Part 2 - Cm 21 x 85 x 54

Baroda – India - 2015



GLANCES OF LIGHT
Sculpture – painting

(acrylic, silverleaf and mirrors) on stone
Muscat - Oman

Cm. 80 x 105 x 70
2018



HONEY'S FLAVOUR
Sculpture – painting
(acrylic, 24 k gold and brass leaf)
on wood and marble
Italy – Cm. 55 x 12 x 4
2018



THE WAVE
Mixed media  (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)on volcanic stone

Cm. 47 x 35 x 11
2014

THE WAVE
Mixed media  (acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)on volcanic stone

Cm. 47 x 35 x 11
2014



SAILING SOUTH
Mixed media
(acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)
on volcanic stone
Cm. 37 x 18 x 5
2014

SAILING SOUTH
Mixed media
(acrylic, gold, silver and copper leaf)
on volcanic stone
Cm. 37 x 18 x 5
2014
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http://millenniummillionaire.com/con
ceptualising-exceptional-installations



Dubai Eye

https://www.facebook.com/lucia.
oliva.370/videos/2344238815605
243/

Oman TV

https://www.facebook.com/lucia.oliv
a.370/videos/1636862819676183/



Maya Deen BahrainMaya Deen Bahrain



RED Ivory, Montecarlo.
The ultimate experience of luxury

https://redivory.org/lucia-oliva-eclectic-and-self-
taught-italian-artist

RED Ivory, Montecarlo.
The ultimate experience of luxury
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taught-italian-artist

https://muscatdaily.com/Features/388698/HOPE-
AND-MEMORIES

RED Ivory, Montecarlo.
The ultimate experience of luxury
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RED Ivory, Montecarlo.
The ultimate experience of luxury
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taught-italian-artist



http://www.muscatdaily.com/Archive/Features/Captu
ring-Moments-on-Stone-4z69
http://www.muscatdaily.com/Archive/Features/Captu
ring-Moments-on-Stone-4z69

http://theweek.co.om/?p=3723



https://www.omanobserver.om/hope-and-memories-exhibition-celebrated-the-golden-jubilee/https://www.omanobserver.om/hope-and-memories-exhibition-celebrated-the-golden-jubilee/



https://www.omanobserver.om/nature-and-human-relationships/https://www.omanobserver.om/nature-and-human-relationships/



http://timesofoman.com/article/106168/Oman/Italy-
artist-Lucia-Olivia-displays-mirror-effect-installations-
at-Bait-Al-Zubair-exhibition

http://timesofoman.com/article/97821/
Oman/Italian-artist-to-live-paint-stone-
sculptures-in-Oman

http://timesofoman.com/article/106168/Oman/Italy-
artist-Lucia-Olivia-displays-mirror-effect-installations-
at-Bait-Al-Zubair-exhibition



https://royalartsmagazine.wordpress.com/lucia-oliva/https://royalartsmagazine.wordpress.com/lucia-oliva/



https://muscatdaily.com/Features/386
736/A-surprise-in-the-making



http://theweek.co.om/?p=3895



https://www.omanobserver.om/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Observer27Jun20P01-
16.pdf
https://www.omanobserver.om/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Observer27Jun20P01-
16.pdf



IL GRANDANGOLARE, 31st March 2020, issue n. 21
Italian Canadian Magazine

https://www.facebook.com/ytabloid/vid
eos/heroes-of-oman-episode-2-luca-
and-lucia/217630962893232/



https://www.facebook.com/strategyfalcons/videos/1
334126770067486/
https://www.facebook.com/strategyfalcons/videos/1
334126770067486/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww-MQRamWVchttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww-MQRamWVc



This is to certify that this artwork was personally created by the Italian artist

LUCIA OLIVA

with her unique concept, combining sculptural and painting art.

TITLE: TOGETHER
MEDIUM: mixed media (acrylic, 24 k gold, brass and oxidized brass leaf) on treated aluminium.
SIZE: Cm. 105 x 50 x 30
DATE: 2019
ART NUMBER: LO/11/2019
EDITION SIZE: 1 of 1 (unique)

About the Artwork
The artwork offers the viewer different perspectives thanks to the sinuosity of the structure the painting is carried out on, which
shows an all round vision.
The piece was conceived to celebrate the value of friendship as a homage to the "Year of Tolerance". It represents an equestrian
scene that originates from the symbol of the UAE flag and develops on the other side, in an ideal circular and endless movement.
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About the Artist
The work of Lucia Oliva, eclectic contemporary artist, communicates through an intuitive and universal language, rich in
astonishing scenic effects, meant to have both an emotional and a conceptual impact on the observer. She works on natural
stone, metal and other materials.
"Sculpting with colour", Oliva creates subjects embodied in artworks rich in harmony and movement that highlight an idea of
“lightness".
Playing with mirrors and other accessories she invented her unique concept, which creates a sort of contemporary “trompe l'oeil”
effect, with original scenic set-ups that  combine sculpture, painting, installation and theatre in a variety of ways: her peculiar
interpretation of the anamorphosis phenomenon gives life to artworks that often consist in a tangible side and an ethereal one,
body and soul of the same entity.

Oliva's unique art has been granted an immediate and ever growing success in many
solo, group exhibitions and art symposiums all around the world. Her works are o
wned by private VVIP collectors in Europe as well as in the UAE, Oman, Jordan, B
ahrain, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, India, the Philippines and other countries.

___________________________________

HOW TO EHIBIT AND TAKE CARE OF THE ARTWORK
As all precious artworks this one also requires some attention for its best display and perfect conservation through time.
Please, provide appropriate lighting for the best viewing. Keep it indoor, do not put it in direct sunlight, in humid areas or with
high jumps of temperature or heavy smoke.

Do not use anything to clean it but a feather duster to remove dust.

All rights for the visual reproduction of the work of art identified herein are retained by LUCIA OLIVA. Likewise concept and
technique are copyrighted by the artist.
Purchase of the artwork does not transfer copyright.
All reproduction, if not for personal use, shall be authorised by the Artist.
In all cases the Artist shall always be acknowledged as the creator and copyright owner of the artwork.
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